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Abstract
The task of video object segmentation with referring ex-
pressions (language-guided VOS) is to, given a linguistic
phrase and a video, generate binary masks for the object
to which the phrase refers. Our work argues that existing
benchmarks used for this task are mainly composed of triv-
ial cases, in which referents can be identified with simple
phrases. Our analysis relies on a new categorization of
the phrases in the DAVIS-2017 and Actor-Action datasets
into trivial and non-trivial REs, with the non-trivial REs
annotated with seven RE semantic categories. We lever-
age this data to analyze the results of RefVOS, a novel neu-
ral network that obtains competitive results for the task of
language-guided image segmentation and state of the art re-
sults for language-guided VOS. Our study indicates that the
major challenges for the task are related to understanding
motion and static actions.
1. Introduction
Video Object Segmentation (VOS) [30, 39] has been tra-
ditionally considered on setups in which the user would
manually annotate a frame in the video, and a segmenta-
tion system would generate a pixel-wise binary mask for
the object in all video frames where it is visible. Our work
aims at improving the human computer interaction by al-
lowing linguistic expressions as initialization cues, instead
of interactive segmentations under the form of a detailed
binary mask, bounding box, scribble or point. In particu-
lar, we focus on referring expressions (REs) that allow the
identification of an individual object in a discourse or scene
(the referent). For instance, Figure 1 depicts REs related to
one of the objects contained in a video sequence, which is
highlighted in green.
Language-guided Video Object Segmentation (LVOS)
was first addressed Khoreva et al. [19], and tackled later
by Gavrilyuk et al. [10] and Wang et al. [36]. Compared to
related works on still images [42, 3], REs for video objects
may be more complex, as they can refer to variations in the
properties of the objects, such as a change of location or
appearance. The particularities of REs for videos were ini-
tially addressed by Khoreva et al. [19], who built a dataset
of REs divided in two categories: REs for the first frame
of a video, and REs for the full clip. Our work proposes
another approach for analyzing the performance of the state
of the art in VOS with REs. We identify seven categories of
REs and use them to annotate existing datasets.
We address both the language-guided image segmen-
tation and the language-guided video object segmentation
tasks with RefVOS, our end-to-end deep neural network that
leverages BERT language representations [8] to encode the
phrases. RefVOS achieves results comparable to the state
of the art for the RefCOCO dataset of still images [18], and
improves the state of the art over the DAVIS-2017 [31] and
Actor-Action datasets (A2D) [38] for video with the phrases
collected by Khoreva et al. [19] and Gavrilyuk et al. [10],
respectively. We also identify the categories of REs which
are most challenging for RefVOS.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows: (1)
an end-to-end model, RefVOS, that achieves state of the art
performance with available phrases for DAVIS-2017 and
A2D benchmarks, (2) a novel categorization of REs tai-
lored to the video scenario with an analysis of the current
benchmarks, and (3) an extension of A2D with additional
REs with varying semantic information to analyze the limi-
tations and strengths of our model according to the proposed
linguistic categories.
The models, code and extended dataset of REs are avail-
able in https://github.com/miriambellver/refvos.
2. Related Work
Language-guided Image Segmentation: The task, also
known as referring image segmentation, was first tackled
by Hu et al. [14]. They use VGG-16 [35] to obtain a visual
representation of the image, and a Long-Short Term Mem-
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"a black bike"
"a horse jumping over obstacles"
"a big man on the right in a black jacket"
"a boy riding a bicycle"
"a jockey wearing a white uniform"
"a cardboard box held by a man"
Figure 1. Video sequences for DAVIS 2017 with language queries and our results. The first column shows a reference frame, the second to
third columns depict the masks produced by our model when given the language query shown on top. Finally, the fourth to fifth columns
show the results for the language query shown on top of these columns, which refers to another object of the video sequence.
ory (LSTM) network to obtain an embedding of the RE.
From the concatenation of visual and language features, the
segmentation of the referred object is obtained. Posterior
work [24] explored how to include multi-scale semantics in
the pipeline, by proposing a Recurrent Refinement Network
that takes pyramidal features and refines the segmentation
masks progressively. Liu et al. [25] argued to better repre-
sent the multi-modality of the task by jointly modeling the
language and the image with a multi-modal LSTM that en-
codes the sequential interactions between words, visual fea-
tures and the spatial information. With the same purpose of
better capturing the multi-modal nature of this task, long-
range correlations between the visual and language repre-
sentations can be reinforced by learning a cross-modal at-
tention module (CMSA) [41]. Building on the same idea,
BRINet [15] adds a gated bi-directional fusion module to
better integrate multi-level features. Another relevant work
is STEP [3]. They present a method that learns a visual-
textual co-embedding, and that iteratively refines the textual
embedding of the RE with a Convolutional Recurrent Neu-
ral Network in a collaborative learning setup to improve the
segmentation. An alternative consists in using off-the-shelf
object detectors, like MAttNet [42]. In this case, a language
attention network decomposes REs into three components:
subject, location, and relationships, and merges the features
obtained for each into single phrase embeddings. Given the
object candidate by an off-the-shelf object detector model
and a RE, the visual module dynamically weights scores
from all three modules to fuse them. A different approach
proposed recently is CMPC [16], which leverages multi-
modal graph reasoning to identify the target objects.
RefVOS is a simpler model trained end-to-end that ob-
tains a performance comparable to the state of the art on still
images.
Language-guided Video Object Tracking: Object Track-
ing is a similar task to Video Object Segmentation as it also
follows a referent across video frames, but in the tracking
case the model localizes the object with a bounding box in-
stead of a binary mask. Li et al. [22] and Feng et al. [9]
tackle the object tracking problem given a linguistic phrase
instead of using the bounding box at the first frame.
Our work provides pixel-wise segmentation masks that
could be easily converted into bounding boxes, and at the
same time avoid the annotation ambiguities present when
bounding boxes overlap.
Language-guided Video Object Segmentation (LVOS):
VOS [30, 39] has traditionally focused on semi-supervised
setups in which a binary mask of the object is provided for
the first frame of the video. Khoreva et al. [19] propose to
replace the mask supervision with a linguistic expression.
In their work, they extend the DAVIS-2017 dataset [31],
a popular dataset for VOS, by collecting referring expres-
sions for the annotated objects. They provide two different
kinds of annotations from two annotators each: first frame
annotations are the ones that are produced by only looking
at the first frame of the video, whereas full video annota-
tions are produced after seeing the whole video sequence.
They use the image-based MAttNet [42] model pretrained
on RefCOCO to ground the localization of the referred ob-
ject, and then train a segmentation network with DAVIS-
2017 to produce the pixel-wise prediction. Temporal con-
sistency is enforced, so that bounding boxes are coherent
across frames, with a post-processing step. To the authors’
knowledge, Khoreva et al. [19] is the only work previous
to ours that focuses on REs for video object segmentation.
Related work by Gavrilyuk et al. [10] addresses a similar
task by segmenting video objects given a natural language
query. They extend the Actor-Action Dataset (A2D) [38]
by collecting phrases, but some of them may be ambigu-
ous with respect to the intended referent, as they were not
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produced with the aim of reference, but description. The
authors propose a model with a 3D convolutional encoder
and dynamic filters that specialize to localize the referred
objects. Wang et al. [36] also leverage 3D convolutional
networks, adding cross-attention between the visual and the
language encoder. Concurrent to our work, Seo et al. [34]
propose URVOS, a model for LVOS composed of a cross-
modal attention module for the visual and lingual features,
and a memory attention module to leverage information
from past predictions in a sequence.
Our work proposes a simpler model trained end-to-end
that treats each video frame independently and outperforms
all previous works.
Referring Expression Categorization: RefCOCO, Ref-
COCO+ [43] and RefCOCOg [27] are datasets that provide
REs for the still images in MSCOCO [23]. The datasets
focus on different aspects related to the difficulty of REs:
the REs for RefCOCO and RefCOCO+ were collected us-
ing the interactive ReferIt two-player game [18], designed
to crowdsource expressions that uniquely identify the tar-
get referents. However, for RefCOCO+, location informa-
tion was disallowed. RefCOCOg, in turn, collected non-
interactively, only contains non-trivial instances of target
objects, that is, there is at least one other object in an image
of the same class. The CLEVR dataset [17] contains ob-
jects of certain shapes, attributes such as sizes and colors,
and spatial relationships. CLEVR uses synthetic images
and phrases designed to test VQA systems, while our work
focuses on human-produced language and natural videos.
Khoreva et al. [19] categorize the REs they collected for
DAVIS-2017 in order to analyze the effectiveness of their
proposed model. This is similar to our work, however, while
they distinguish REs according to their length and whether
they contain spatial words (e.g., left) or verbs, we propose a
more fine-grained, semantic categorization that also distin-
guishes between different aspects of verb meaning related
to motion and object relations. Khoreva et al. [19] further-
more analyze the REs in DAVIS-2017 with respect to the
parts of speech they contain, while we use our semantic cat-
egories for dataset analysis.
3. Model
We address the task of language-guided image segmenta-
tion with the deep neural network depicted in Figure 2, that
we call RefVOS. This model operates at the frame level,
i.e., treats each frame independently, and is thus applicable
for both images and videos. It uses state of the art visual
and language feature extractors, which are combined into a
multi-modal embedding decoded to generate a binary mask
for the referent.
Visual Encoder: To encode the images we rely on
DeepLabv3, a network for semantic segmentation based
on atrous convolutions [4]. We use DeepLabv3 with a
ResNet101 [12] backbone and output stride of 8. The
Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) has atrous convo-
lutions with 12, 24 and 36 rates.
Language Encoder: In contrast to previous works ad-
dressing language-guided image segmentation, we are the
first ones to leverage the bidirectional transformer model
BERT [8] as language encoder. For our pipeline, we use
BERT to obtain an embedding for the linguistic phrases.
First of all we fine-tune BERT with the REs of RefCOCO
with the masked language modelling (MLM) loss for one
epoch, which consists in randomly masking a percentage
of input tokens and then predicting them, following the
common fine-tuning procedure for BERT. We then inte-
grate BERT into our pipeline and fine-tune it specifically
towards the language-guided image segmentation task: to
this end we tokenize the linguistic phrase and add the [CLS]
and [SEP] tokens at the beginning and end of the sentence
respectively. BERT produces a 768-dimensional embed-
ding for each input token. We adopt the procedure of De-
vlin et al. [8] and extract the embedding corresponding to
the [CLS] input token, i.e., the pooled output, as it aggre-
gates a representation of the whole sequence.
Multi-modal Embedding: To obtain a multi-modal em-
bedding, the encoded linguistic phrase is first converted
to a 256-dimensional embedding with a linear projection
and then element-wise multiplied with the visual features
extracted by the ASPP from DeepLabv3. We noted that
the multiplication yielded better performance than addition
or concatenation. A convolutional layer then predicts two
maps, one for the foreground and another for the back-
ground class. We employ the cross entropy loss commonly
used for segmentation.
4. Referring Expression Categorization
We propose a novel categorization for referring expres-
sions (REs), i.e., linguistic phrases that allow the identifi-
cation of an individual object (the referent) in a discourse
or scene. This categorization is adapted to the challenges
posed by the VOS task. We follow the commonly adopted
definition of REs put forward by computational linguistics
and natural language processing (e.g., [32]), and consider
a (noun) phrase as a RE if it is an accurate description of
the referent, but not of any other object in the current scene.
Likewise, in Vision & Language research, visual RE reso-
lution and generation has seen a rise of interest, especially
in still images [6, 27, 26, 44, 28], and more recently also on
videos [1, 5]. The task is formulated as, given an instance
comprising an image or video with one or multiple objects,
and a RE, identify the referent that the RE describes by pre-
dicting, e.g., its bounding box or segmentation mask. The
difficulty of the task increases with the number of objects
appearing in the scene, and the number of objects of the
same class. Such cases require more complex REs in order
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Figure 2. Architecture of our model.
to identify the referent.
In order to make progress on VOS with REs and al-
low for a systematic comparison of methods, benchmark
datasets need to be challenging from both, the visual and
linguistic perspective. However, for example, most video
sequences in the DAVIS-2017 dataset used in Khoreva et
al. [19] show a single object in the scene or, at most, dif-
ferent objects from different classes. In these cases, the ac-
tual challenge is that of predicting accurate object masks
for the RE. On the other hand, the existing datasets for VOS
with REs do not focus on the particularities that video in-
formation provides either, and often use object attributes
which can be already captured by a single frame, or are not
even true for the whole clip (e.g. the A2D dataset provides
phrases for only a few frames per clip).
Our novel categorization of REs for video objects allows
the analysis of datasets with respect to the difficulty of the
REs and the kind of semantic information they provide. We
apply it to label and analyze existing REs of DAVIS-2017
and A2D. In addition, we use this categorization to extend
a subset of the A2D test set with REs which contain se-
mantically varying information to analyze how our model
behaves with respect to the different categories.
4.1. Difficulty and Correctness of Datasets
We first assess the validity and visual difficulty of a sub-
set of DAVIS-2017 and A2D, by classifying each instance
(an object and its RE) into trivial or non-trivial: if the ref-
erent is not the only object of a certain object class in the
video we consider it non-trivial, otherwise trivial. We fur-
ther label each phrase according to its linguistic ambiguity
and correctness: we mark it as no RE if its referent is not
the only object in the video which could be described by the
phrase, and as wrong object if it does not match the referent.
Data and Annotation Procedure: Annotation was per-
formed on the DAVIS-2017 validation set (61 REs provided
by annotator 1 [19]) in the full video setup (see Section 2),
Figure 3. Proportion of expressions in the val set of DAVIS-2017
and the test set of A2D by the difficulty and correctness of the REs.
as well as on the subset of the A2D test set which contains
at least two annotated objects (856 instances). Each in-
stance contained therein was annotated by one out of four
persons (all co-authors). Note that we assume the instances
in A2D videos with only a single annotation as trivial, and
automatically labeled them as such (439 instances).
Results: Figure 3 shows the proportion of phrases in
the DAVIS-2017 and A2D sets with respect to their diffi-
culty and correctness. Despite being collected in a (non-
interactive) referential two-player game setup, DAVIS-
2017 contains a considerable proportion of ambiguous
phrases (no RE, 8%). The proportion in A2D is slighlty
higher (11%), but note that A2D was designed to contain
descriptive phrases in contrast to unique identifiers (as de-
fined above). About 52% in DAVIS, and 35% in A2D are
non-trivial phrases, that is, more challenging for language-
guided VOS from both, the linguistic and visual perspec-
tive, since the object class itself is not sufficient to identify
the correct referent.
4.2. Semantic Categorization of REs
Our categorization is inspired by semantic categories of
situations and utterances in linguistics [21, 11], tailored to
the situations found in video data. Specifically, we analyze
the REs with respect to the type of information they express,
by assigning them categories assumed to be relevant for ref-
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erence to objects in visual scenes. We focus on information
relevant for both, objects in still images and videos, namely
the category, appearance, and the location of the referent,
and distinguish between information assumed to be more
relevant for videos only, namely motion vs. static events.
If, according to the RE, the referent acts upon other objects
in the scene, we distinguish between whether an object is
moved by the referent or not (obj-motion vs. obj-static).
This information may be particularly valuable for models
that reason over object interactions.
(Psycho)linguistic studies have observed a tendency of
REs to contain redundant nondiscriminating information,
i.e., logically more information than required to establish
unique reference, arguably because this reduces the ef-
fort needed for identification [13, 21]. In particular the
kind (category) of the object and salient properties such as
color have been found to be used redundantly [33]. To as-
sess whether the phenomenon of redundancy is born out in
the video datasets, we additionally label instances as redun-
dant or minimal.
Data and Annotation Procedure: We collect annotations
for the same 61 instances of the validation set of DAVIS-
2017 as above, and for a subset of the test set of A2D, which
we call A2Dre henceforth. We obtain A2Dre by selecting
only instances that were labeled as non-trivial, which are
433 REs from 190 videos. We do not use the trivial cases
as the analysis of such examples is not relevant, as referents
can be described by using the category alone. Each anno-
tator was presented with a RE, a video in which the target
object was marked by a bounding box, and a set of ques-
tions paraphrasing our categories (see Table 1). Three an-
notators (all co-authors of the paper) individually labeled all
instances of the DAVIS-2017 val set, then jointly discussed
their disagreements, and again individually revised their an-
notations for possible errors or other unclear cases. The
inter-annotator agreement can be considered substantial for
all categories, with Davies & Fleiss’ kappa coefficients [7]
between κ = .83 and .97 (except obj-static, κ = .35, which
has only 5 positively labeled instances by at most 2 an-
notators, and category which obtained perfect agreement).
A2Dre was subsequently annotated by the same 3 annota-
tors. Our final set of category annotations used for analysis
was derived by means of majority voting: for each non-
trivial RE, we kept all category labels which were assigned
to the RE by at least two annotators.
Results: What kind of information do REs express?
First of all, we found 99% of the REs for non-trivial in-
stances in A2Dre, and 66% in DAVIS-2017 val (74% in-
cluding trivial), respectively, to contain redundant informa-
tion. Recall that only the REs in DAVIS-2017 were ob-
tained in a referential setup, thus relatively larger proportion
of redundant REs in A2D is not surprising.
Figure 4. REs in the validation set of DAVIS-2017 and A2Dre with
respect to their categories.
Figure 4 shows the proportion of instances in the two
datasets (DAVIS-2017 val and A2Dre) that were labeled
with the individual categories. As expected, the name
or category of the referent is virtually always expressed.
The visual properties of the referent, i.e., appearance, is
prominent in both datasets, too (approx. 60%). Taken
together with their high redundancy ratio, this confirms
what has been found in psycholinguistic studies on refer-
ence [21]. The remaining categories, however, are rare in
both datasets, or are only highly frequent in A2Dre, with
location and motion being used in the majority of REs.
That A2Dre comprises more complex REs than DAVIS-
2017 may be not only due to their collection as descriptive,
instead of discrimininative phrases, but also due to the much
higher complexity of the video scenes. Note that informa-
tion about referent-object interactions (obj-static and obj-
motion) is neglectable, which illustrates the datasets’ lim-
ited usefulness for research on reasoning over object inter-
actions [37, 45, 40]. In the experiments we report in Sec-
tion 5, we discard these categories, and focus on the re-
maining categories only, for which we augment the A2Dre
dataset.
4.3. Extending A2D with REs
As explained above, A2Dre is a subset from the A2D
test set including 433 non-trivial REs. Due to its highly un-
balanced distribution across the 7 semantic categories (Fig-
ure 4), we select the 4 major categories appearance, loca-
tion, motion and static. The four categories have in com-
mon that in most cases, for a given referent, a RE can be
provided that expresses a certain category, and one that does
not. We use these categories to augment A2Dre with addi-
tional REs, which vary according to the presence or absence
of each them. Specifically, based on our categorization of
the original REs, for each RE re and category C, we pro-
duce an additional RE re′ by modifying re slightly such that
it does (or does not) express C. For example, if we have
the last RE from Figure 6, i.e. girl in yellow dress stand-
ing near the woman, which could be categorized as appear-
ance, location, no motion and static, we produce new REs
for each category: girl standing near the woman (no ap-
pearance), girl in yellow dress standing (no location), girl
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Category Q: Does RE tell you about referent r. . . Example
appearance how r looks like? . . . in a yellow dress. . .
category r’s name or category (noun) . . . seagull. . .
location where r is located? (rel. to image/other object) . . . near tractor. . .
motion if r moves or changes its location? . . . walking. . .
obj-motion if r moves or changes another object’s location? . . . riding a bike. . .
static what r is doing (if not moving)? . . . eating. . .
obj-static if r acts on another object (no motion)? . . . holding a bike. . .
Table 1. The semantic categories used for annotation.
in yellow dress walking (motion) and girl in yellow dress
near the woman (no static). We do not apply this procedure
for category, since it is expressed in almost all REs, and its
removal may be difficult in many cases. We will refer to
this extended dataset as A2Dre+.
5. Experiments
We report results with our model on two different tasks:
language-guided image segmentation and language-guided
video object segmentation. The results for still images are
obtained on RefCOCO and RefCOCO+ [43], while those
for video correspond to DAVIS-2017 and A2D.
5.1. Language-guided Image Segmentation
The impact of BERT embeddings in our model on both
RefCOCO and RefCOCO+ can be assessed in Table 2, com-
pared with a bidirectional LSTM similar to Chen et al. [3]
for encoding the linguistic phrase. In particular, we average
the GloVe embeddings [29] of each token and concatenate
the mean embeddings of the forward and backward pass.
This baseline is compared to two configurations that use
BERT. The first fine-tunes BERT for the language-guided
image segmentation task, and significantly boosts perfor-
mance over using GloVe embeddings. The second has an
additional step, that consists in first training BERT with the
masked language modelling loss with the REs from Re-
fCOCO, as explained in Section 3, and then fine-tuning
BERT on the language-guided image segmentation task (as
in the previous configuration). We see that this configura-
tion brings an additional gain.
Table 2 also compares our model with the state of the
art on language-guided image segmentation. STEP [3] con-
sists in an iterative model that refines the RE representa-
tion to improve the segmentation. Note that the model must
be run for each iteration. Our model surpasses STEP (1-
fold) on RefCOCO val and testA, which corresponds to
a comparable computational cost, and is still slightly bet-
ter than STEP (4-fold). Compared to STEP (5-fold), the
performance of our method is slightly lower. BRINet [15]
and CMPC [16] are both superior in terms of performance.
However, compared to ours, they are significantly more
RefCOCO RefCOCO+
val testA testB val testA testB
Ours with Bi-LSTM 48.46 52.90 44.43 35.35 40.72 28.43
Ours with BERT 58.65 62.28 54.28 42.07 46.46 34.23
Ours with BERT Pre-train 59.45 63.19 54.17 44.71 49.73 36.17
MattNet 56.51 62.37 51.70 46.67 52.39 40.08
CMSA 58.32 60.61 55.09 43.76 47.60 37.89
LANG2SEG 58.90 61.77 53.81 - - -
STEP (1-fold) 56.58 58.70 55.39 - - -
STEP (4-fold) 59.13 - - - - -
STEP (5-fold) 60.04 63.46 58.97 48.18 52.33 40.41
BRINet 61.35 63.37 59.57 48.57 52.87 42.13
CMPC 61.36 64.53 59.64 49.56 53.44 43.23
Table 2. Overall IoU for RefCOCO and RefCOCO+.
language query Man on far left on screen main guy on the tv
language query woman in blue guy on right
Figure 5. Qualitative results obtained on RefCOCO.
complex. CMPC is composed of several independent mod-
ules and needs to build a relational graph per query. BRINet
has a cross-attentional and a bidirectional module to fuse
cross-modal features. Both BRINet and CPMC use a
Dense-CRF post-processing step [20]. In comparison, our
network is simpler and is fully end-to-end. Qualitative re-
sults generated with our best model on RefCOCO are de-
picted in Figure 5. We note how our model distinguishes
properly the referred instance and generates an accurate
mask. We conclude that our approach is competitive with
the state of the art for language-guided image segmentation.
Hence, RefVOS is a valid model for language-guided VOS,
and for running an analysis on our RE categorization.
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Model +Ft DAVIS +Ft DAVIS REs J&Fsegms. 1st frame full video 1st frame full video
Khoreva et al. [19] X 39.3 37.1
URVOS [34] X X 44.1 -
39.8 40.8
RefVOS X 42.0 42.0
X X 44.5 45.1
X X 42.7 45.1
Table 3. J&F on DAVIS-2017 validaton set.
5.2. Language-guided VOS
Our model is assessed for LVOS on DAVIS-2017 and
A2D. In both cases, each video frame is treated separately,
so we use the same architecture as in the still image experi-
ments from Section 5.1.
Our experiments on the DAVIS-2017 validation set are
reported in Table 3. All models are pre-trained on Ref-
COCO. Results are provided with the J&F metric adopted
in the DAVIS-2017 challenge for the two different types of
REs collected by Khoreva et al. [19] explained in Section 2.
J&F is the average between a region-based evaluation mea-
sure (J) and a contour-based one (F). Our experiments in-
dicate that our baseline model trained only with RefCOCO
already outperforms the best model by Khoreva et al. [19],
despite the latter being fine-tuned on the same DAVIS-2017
dataset (+Ft DAVIS segms.). The difference increases when
our model is fine-tuned with the segmentations provided in
the training set, but freezing the language encoder. This is
the configuration comparable to Khoreva et al. [19] in terms
of training data, and brings gains of 2.7 and 4.9 points for
the first frame and full video REs, respectively. Finally,
we also fine-tune the BERT language encoder, obtaining
a significant extra gain in performance. We want to high-
light that our frame-based model does not rely on any post-
processing to add temporal coherence, or optical flow, in
contrast to Khoreva et al. [19], so our method may be more
efficient computationally. We also compare our model to
URVOS [34], a concurrent work to ours. RefVOS performs
slightly better when trained with the same amount of anno-
tated data. Qualitative results for full video REs are shown
in Figure 1. When the multiple objects belong to differ-
ent categories, the model works produces accurate masks
from the language query, whereas it is more challenging
to properly segment the referent in cases where there are
multiple instances of the same class in the sequence (3rd
row). The fine-tuning is done with the full video REs, and
the REs shown in Figure 1 are of the same kind. We note
how the referred object is in general identified and properly
segmented.
The results for A2D are shown in Table 4, using the met-
rics that allow us a comparison with previous works [10,
36]. Our model trained only with A2D already outperforms
Gavrilyuk et al. [10] in Precision at a high threshold and
at the Overall and Mean Intersection Over Union (IoU).
Prec IoU
@0.5@0.9 Overall Mean
Gavrilyuk et al. [10] 50.0 0.4 55.1 42.6
Wang et al. [36] 55.7 2.0 60.1 49.0
RefVOS with A2D 49.5 6.4 59.9 43.0
RefVOS with RefCOCO 27.9 3.4 41.4 25.6
+ finetuned on A2D 57.8 9.3 67.2 49.7
Table 4. Precision, overall IoU and mean IoU on A2D.
Moreover, our model significantly increases its perfor-
mance when it is first trained on RefCOCO and later fine-
tuned on A2D, both its visual and language branches. In
this setup, it achieves state of the art results in all metrics
by significant margins. Note that both Gavrilyuk et al. [10]
and Wang et al. [36] leverage an encoder pre-trained on the
Kinetics dataset, which includes 650,000 video clips [2].
Hence, these models see a large amount of annotated data
for action recognition in videos. We also want to stress our
high Precision values at high thresholds, which indicates
that our model is able to produce very accurate masks. Vi-
sualizations with our model are illustrated in Figure 6.
In conclusion, RefVOS is state of the art for DAVIS-
2017 and A2D on the LVOS task, although it is a frame-
based model. This motivates the analysis of our model
when tested with different types of REs, based on the cate-
gorization and difficulty analysis proposed in Section 4.
REs Analysis: Firstly, we analyze the performance on triv-
ial and non-trivial linguistic phrases for both the A2D test
and DAVIS-2017 validation sets. The mean IoU per refer-
ent obtained for trivial and non-trivial for DAVIS-2017 is
48.7 vs. 46.2, and for A2D is 53.9 vs. 33.2. We observe that
the performance is worse for the non-trivial cases for both
datasets as expected, with a major drop on A2D.
Secondly, we study the effect of RE categories in rela-
tion to the performance of RefVOS. The A2Dre+ dataset
described in Section 4.3 allows us to have the same number
of referents for all major categories: appearance, location,
motion and static. Each of our referents is annotated with
highly similar REs (two for each category) and thus are di-
rectly comparable. In contrast, Khoreva et al. [19] split the
videos into two different subsets with non-comparable ref-
erents. Table 5 compares the performance of RefVOS de-
pending whether each of the categories is present in the RE.
The results show that the presence of appearance and loca-
tion categories yields significantly higher results compared
to their absence. We also observe a drop in performance
when the static category is present, which indicates that the
model struggles at identifying a referent based on static ac-
tions such as holding, sitting, eating. In contrast, the pres-
ence or absence of the motion category does not affect the
performance, which actually means that the model is unable
to benefit from this type of REs.
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language query: "a baby is rolling on the floor"
language query: "an orange ball is jumping up and down"
language query: "car jumping into the water"
language query: "a man in suit is running "
language query: "Girl in yellow dress standing near the woman"
language query: " green ball is on the floor"
language query: "man in blue shirt doing dribble"
language query: "a car is parked on the left"
language query: "brown dog walking with a man"
language query: "baby in red shirt reaching a toy"
Figure 6. Video sequences for A2D with language queries and the results of our model. The first column shows a reference frame, the
second to fourth columns depict the masks produced by our model when given the language query shown on top. Finally, the fifth to seventh
columns show the results for the language query shown on top of these columns, which refers to another object of the video sequence.
+App -App +Loc -Loc +Motion -Motion +Static -Static
33.90 30.15 34.15 30.78 35.58 35.60 34.28 36.21
Table 5. Effect of the presence of categories in REs.
Overall IoU Mean IoU
Trivial Non-Trivial All Trivial Non-Trivial All
Generic 45.6 18.1 41.6 34.6 10.0 29.6
Only Actor 65.6 34.8 60.8 51.5 22.8 45.7
Only Action 56.3 30.7 52.6 43.0 18.5 38.0
Actor + Action 66.6 37.3 62.2 51.3 24.8 45.9
Full phrase 70.2 47.5 67.2 53.9 33.2 49.7
Table 6. Overall and Mean IoU on A2D for different levels of
information in REs.
Finally, in Table 6 we study the effect of feeding the
model with only the actor, the action, or the actor and ac-
tion, without formulating any RE, for all the test set of A2D.
These actor and action terms are obtained from the dataset
collected by Gavrilyuk et al. [10]. In most cases these ex-
pressions are not REs as they do not unambiguously de-
scribe the referent in the video. Additionally, we consider
a generic phrase thing. We distinguish between the trivial
and non-trivial cases. Results show that RefVOS works sig-
nificantly better when the actor is provided than when the
action is. Furthermore, performance improves when using
both. Finally, having the full linguistic phrase is still the
best model. Remarkably, our configuration with actor and
action reaches higher Overall IoU than previous works that
use complete linguistic phrases (see Table 4). Notice that
using the full phrase improves performance especially for
the non-trivial cases, as these require complete linguistic
expressions to identify the referent. We also want to stress
that the aggregated performance, i.e., considering all cases,
is dominated by the performance of the trivial ones, as they
represent most of the dataset.
6. Conclusions
This work studies the difficulty of REs from benchmarks
on LVOS, and proposes seven semantic categories to ana-
lyze the nature of such REs. We introduce RefVOS, a novel
model that is competitive for language-guided image seg-
mentation, and state of the art for language-guided VOS.
However, our analysis shows that benchmarks are mainly
composed of trivial cases, in which referents can be iden-
tified with simple phrases. This indicates that the reported
metrics for the task may be misleading. Thus, we focus on
the non-trivial cases. We extend A2D with new REs with
diverse semantic categories for non-trivial cases, and test
our model with them, which reveals that it struggles at ex-
ploiting motion and static events, and that it mainly benefits
from REs based on appearance and location. We reckon that
future research on LVOS should focus on non-trivial cases
describing motion and events, as they present a challenge
for language grounding on videos. Concurrent to our work,
Seo et al. [34] collected Refer-Youtube-VOS, a large-scale
benchmark for language-guided video object segmentation
built on top of Youtube-VOS [39]. We believe that, as fu-
ture work, our categorization for REs could be used to clas-
sify the provided language expressions by this benchmark.
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Thus, models could be evaluated based on the non-trivial
cases and the different categories in order to analyze which
REs are more challenging when using a large-scale dataset.
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